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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 8 , N U M B E R  1 1 8
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
March 10, 2004   ◆ WEDNESDAY
Double dose
of losses
Eastern softball loses both
games of a double-header
Tuesday to Indiana State.
Page 12 S P O R T S
Dungy scopes out Eastern
By Matthew Stevens 
S P O R T S  E D I T O R  
Welcome to the neighborhood.
Representatives from
the NFL’s Indianapolis
Colts franchise, includ-
ing head coach Tony
Dungy and Director of
Player Development
Steve Champlin visited
Eastern’s campus
Tuesday to examine its
facilities for a possible training camp site
this summer.
At approximately 11 a.m., Dungy,
Champlin and Eastern Associate Athletic
Director John Smith landed their helicopter
at the Panthers football practice field which
marked the beginning of what Dungy called
“our inspection process”.
“I’ve watched John Smith work so hard to
get a professional training camp and he is
just glowing today,” Jeanne Gustafson,
Executive Director of the Coles County
Economic Development Council said.
Once Dungy arrived at Eastern, he was
greeted by Eastern President Lou Hencken,
Director of Athletics Rich McDuffie,
Charleston mayor Dan Cougill, Mattoon
Mayor David Carter, the trio from the gov-
ernor’s office and Eastern head football
coach Bob Spoo before he ever hit O’Brien
Stadium.
“I think this is a fantastic opportunity for
the university to generate some dollars,
great for the public image of the school and
it brings in additional attention to Eastern as
a whole,” Hencken said. “This team is a
legitimate Super Bowl contender with one of
the best quarterbacks in the league. People
will see this and be able to say this is what
my tax dollars are going toward and be
impressed.”
Smith and Dungy made their way through
the media to the stadium where Smith began
stressing the solid aspects of the field turf
surface, currently Eastern’s playing field.
“Having the pro grass is a real big, big
plus because when there’s inclement weath-
er, we can still get work done,” Dungy said in
the morning press conference. “We put that
in our indoor facility and our players just
love it.”
Dungy stated during the 10-minute con-
ference that he had been to Eastern before
on college scouting trips while an assistant
at Minnesota and Kansas City. He also said
the Colts have been in discussion with the St.
Louis Rams about Eastern’s features, seeing
as how the Rams contemplated coming to
Charleston before ultimately opting to go to
Western Illinois’ campus for training camp.
“When we’ve been talking to the Rams,
they said the facilities were first class all the
way,” Dungy said. “We’ve enjoyed the
atmosphere around this event, it’s a little
overwhelming.”
The Colts have recently been holding
training camp at the Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology in Terre Haute, Ind., but are
searching for a new site now that the con-
tract with them is up.
“Obviously, we’d like to stay in Indiana but
it’s a matter of competing no matter where
you have to travel,” Dungy said.
Once the press conference came to a
close, Dungy was escorted to to tour the
campus, viewing the facilities in Lantz. The
tour continued on to the three residence
halls closest to O’Brien, which include
Lincoln, Stevenson and Douglas. Dungy was
taken to the first floor of Lincoln and the
sixth, ninth and 10th floors of Stevenson.
Douglas Hall is being considered for a 
Right: Steve
Champlin (left),
director of player
development for
the Indianapolis
Colts, and head
coach Tony
Dungy joke with
University
President Lou
Hencken (right)
and Mark
Hudson, director
of university
housing and din-
ing, Tuesday
morning while
walking through
the Martin Luther
King Jr.
University Union.
Above: Dungy
looks out the
window over
O’Brien Stadium
and Lantz
Building from the
10th floor of
Stevenson Hall
on his Tuesday
morning tour of
Eastern’s facili-
ties with
Hencken.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N
N E W S  P H O T O S  B Y
S T E P H E N  H A A S
Colts head coach surveys campus facilities
Funding issue remains heated
By Tim Martin
S E N I O R  R E P O R T E R
Desiring to keep pace with the Ohio
Valley Conference competition, the
Eastern Athletic Department has
requested increased student fees to
maintain the university’s athletic quality
and help negate a crumbling state budg-
et.
The Student Senate on Wednesday will
vote whether to approve athletic and
grant in aid fees that
will swell student
sports expenses to
$187.79 on July 1,
2008, the first day of
Fiscal Year 2009. 
Students pay for
sports with two fees:
the athletic fee that
covers a portion of the operation costs,
such as referees, travel and player
meals; and the grant-in-aid fee, which
helps pay for athletic scholarships. 
The increases would hike the athletic
fee from its current $63.50 to $87.65 in
FY 2009, while the grant-in-aid would
jump from $62 to $100.14. The boosts
would help better fund things like meal
stipends, team travel and game officials.
The amounts proposed were lower than
what the Athletic Department requested.
“We’re meeting them halfway,” said
Larry Ward, student vice president for
financial affairs, who served on the
Student Senate’s Tuition and Fees
Committee. “Athletics are a very positive
thing here at Eastern, and we’d like to see
them receive a good amount of money;
however, we have to keep best interests
of 11,000 students in mind.”
The proposed sweeping increases
come at a time when Gov. Rod
Blagojevich has sworn to slash higher
education spending because he perceives
colleges and universities to be ineffi-
cient. 
As a result, some Eastern professors
and academia question whether athletic
funding, which draws from state and uni-
versity-generated revenue, should
increase when academics have been told
to cut back. 
The topic is sure to spark debate. The
Senate’s Tuition and Fees Committee has
already spent hours discussing the issue,
and Ward said Tuesday he’s unsure of
how the Senate will vote.
At the heart of this athletic funding
issue is a philosophical debate of what
begets what, similar to the age-old chick-
en or the egg argument. 
Supporters of the increased fees point
out successful sports teams provide free
publicity for the university, boost alumni
donations and swell the number of appli-
cations. By attracting attention on the 
By Kevin Sampier
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
An athletic fee increase proposed by the Athletic Task
Force is being challenged by an Eastern professor who
said important information was left out of its report.
Chemistry Professor Jonathan Blitz gave a presenta-
tion Tuesday to the Faculty Senate and said the report
made by the task force did not include information that
would have shown Eastern got
more money for its athletics depart-
ment.
“I believe this data is somewhat
selective in the way it is presented,”
Blitz said of the report made on Jan.
27 to the Faculty Senate by Gail
Richard, Athletic Task Force chair. 
The task force was created at the
request of Eastern President Lou
Hencken and was asked to find
ways to lessen Eastern’s depend-
ence on state appropriated money.
The council recommended Eastern keep all 22 of its
sports, not cut any appropriated funds and raise student
fees in several areas to offset the costs.
Jonathan Blitz
ATHLETICS REQUESTED MORE MONEY THAN SENATE HAS PROPOSED
Proposed Athletic/Grant-in-aid fees for next school year, Fiscal Year 2005
Item Proposed Senate Bill 03-04-22
Athletic Fee Increase $2.54 $2.54
OVC travel expansion $6 per student $6 per student
Grant-in-aid $4.73 $2.50
Proposed athletic
fee increase
being challenged
More inside
◆ Eastern
coaches
would benefit
from Colts
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More inside
◆ More 
athletic fee
coverage
inside 
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By Blake Boldt
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Lincoln-Douglas Debate
Museum in Charleston is searching
for volunteers to work at the muse-
um in various capacities.
Volunteers host the museum on
weekdays and weekends from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
“The good thing about the
Lincoln-Douglas Debate Museum
is that volunteers can choose their
level of involvement,” said Corinne
Russell, the director of the
Charleston Tourism Office. 
A press release said the job of
the volunteer includes greeting
visitors, answering questions
about the local area and staffing
the gift shop. Volunteers also assist
with school programs.
Schedules are flexible and a
morning or afternoon commitment
is offered.
The morning shift runs from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m., while the afternoon
shift runs from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Commitments may be weekly,
bimonthly or monthly.
Any adult who can give at least
three hours per month may volun-
teer.
Russell said that training is
required to volunteer and potential
volunteers are given a manual with
tips on hospitality and a back-
ground of the museum.
Those still interested then
undergo two hours of onsite train-
ing to become more comfortable
with their position.
“The volunteer’s main job is to
provide hospitality services,”
Russell said.
She added that most volunteers
are retired and have some knowl-
edge of the history of the museum
and debate. Russell encouraged
those who volunteer to have some
background so they may assist the
public even further.
The museum has a library where
volunteers can learn more about
the debate, Russell said.
The Lincoln-Douglas Debate
Museum, which opened in July
2000, features illustrations, videos,
photography and displays of the
1858 political debate between
Abraham Lincoln and Stephen
Douglas in Charleston.
Anyone who is interested in vol-
unteering at the Lincoln-Douglas
Debate Museum may contact the
Charleston Tourism Office at 348-
0430.
By Jaclyn Gorski
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Health Education Resource Center and the
Student Recreation Center will host the Annual Health
Fair Wednesday.
The Health Fair, operating since 1998, will be held in
the Student Recreation Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and will cover health and safety information. 
“It’s to increase health knowledge,” said Eric
Davidson, assistant director of health services. 
“It’s to help people move towards health change.”
There will be 60 exhibitors ranging from statewide
exhibitors to local social service agencies, according
to Davidson. Some topics to be addressed are sexual
assault and substance abuse.
The fair will offer a series of health tests and
screenings.
“There are a lot of different evaluations that are
done,” Davidson said.
There are cholesterol and vision and body fat
screenings done. A chiropractor will be at the Health
Fair. This is done so students can see if they have a
medical condition that needs to be addressed.
There will also be self-evaluations available where
students can get feedback from the resource center.
Some exhibitors will also provide information on
internships. The internships do not just apply to health
services majors like psychology.  
Davidson said the exhibitors may have openings for
marketing majors and majors dealing with comput-
ers.  
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S C O T T  B U T L E R  
The Lincoln-Douglas Debate Museum, located at 126 E St., is looking for volunteers to help with their exhibits.
By Nicole Nicolas
F E A T U R E S  R E P O R T E R
From far away there’s only so much
the naked eye can see of Sally French’s
art, but if people take a closer look they
can see French’s personality shine
through her artwork. 
French, an artist from Hawaii, pre-
sented her work Tuesday night at the
Tarble Arts Center, using paintings and
prints to take people through a journey of
her life. 
Highly influenced by Japanese artists
such as Murakami and Tadashi, French
uses that as her edge.
“Hawaii is close to Japan so (by plac-
ing) comic imagery into my work, I think
it enhances my work and (it is) part of my
voice, “ French said. “I like their simplic-
ity.”
Many of her works are paintings but
she also has prints painted on negatives
in reverse colors. 
“I keep coming back to (painting). It’s a
very private thing,” French said. “It’s all
about color because I float color and I
watch what the colors do when they come
together. The color field affects me and
all of us.”
Her journey begins through her whim-
sical dreams when she paints vivid
images with bright colors. Another one of
her paintings displayed Hawaiian gar-
dens with a volcano erupting in the back-
ground.
French said the piece was done before
the volcano erupted that destroyed her
home and many others.
She created a series of Spud, Mr.
Potato covered by beeswax paper, when
she inherited her families potato farm. 
In many of her pictures there are tiny
bees if people take the time to look close-
ly.  
French said the bees symbolize a high-
ly developed culture much like ours, but
it is a selfless culture. 
Many of her works include Olive Oil, a
character that is symbolic of her. 
“Olive is a good symbol for aging and
symbolizing flaws,” French said.  
The painting she is working on now is
called, “Mending and Repairing Working
on Flawing” which pertains to the Olive
Oil symbolism. 
French’s art is currently in the travel-
ing art show, “Comic Release: Negotiating
and Identity for a New Generation.”
Many of her pieces are displayed in the
Contemporary Art Museum in Honolulu.
Hawaiian artist reflected
through Japanese influence
Health fair
swims into the
rec center “Olive is a good symbol for
aging and symbolizing
flaws.”
—Sally French
Museum
seeks 
volunteers
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Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-3616
to place your order
Doughnuts Are On Sale in the 
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON’T MISS OUT!!
$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut
Wedne
sday
Country  Night
$250 Stix Mugs $150 Refills
$200 Jack Daniels Mixers
•All Boot Scootin All Night•
•Line Dance Teacher Wanted•
Park Place
Apartments
•Newly Remodeled Apts
•Near Campus
•Laundry on site/Central Air
•Free Trash
Contact Lindsey @ 348-1479
1,2,3 Bedroom Apartments For Fall 2004
Spring Leases for ‘04
Ranking UPD officers update uniforms
By Marcy Workman
S TA F F  W R I T E R
For the past 10 years, Eastern’s University Police
Department officers have all worn the same uniform.
Now the chief, the two lieutenants, and the four ser-
geants of UPD can be recognized by wearing their
newly designed white shirts.
These white shirts have replaced their usual navy
the remaining 16 patrol officers still wear. In addition
to the color, they decided to change the design of the
patch on each sleeve.  
On the navy shirts, both sleeves had a patch with
the emblem of Old Main. On the new uniforms, the
left patch is an outline of the state of Illinois with a
star signifying where Eastern is located. The right
arm patch is an American flag.  
With time, they plan to replace the patches on the
other officers’ uniforms, but they will remain the
color navy.
Along with the change in shirts, a few officers are
trying a new pant style featuring six pockets with
double pockets on the side of each leg. Most of the
officers said they like how the pants look and are con-
sidering purchasing them for all officers.
Lieutenant John Hatfill said UPD Chief Adam Due
decided to make this change because of UPD’s
involvement with the public. When they are out work-
ing on the scene it will make it easier for people to tell
who is in charge.  
“It helps in recognition for people when they are
dealing with us,” Hatfill said.
Officer Art Mitchell said the new white shirts are
also more convenient at nighttime.  
“It makes the officers more visible. You can see
them better,” Mitchell said.
Each of the seven officers received four white long
sleeved shirts, and later they will put in their summer
order for short sleeve shirts of the same style.
Marilyn Hills, a secretary for UPD, said each shirt
cost the department $47.10, a total cost of $1,318.80
for the 28 shirts.
The funding for this comes from the parking oper-
ations account, which consists of money coming from
such things as parking permits and parking tickets.
The UPD also has a contract with a dry cleaning
service for the majority of the officers’ uniforms,
however some officers choose to wash the uniforms
themselves.
Hatfill said one downside to the white uniforms is
trying to keep them clean.
“We’re not going to be able to eat pizza and spaghet-
ti all the time now,” Hatfill said.
Getting adjusted to anything new always gives peo-
ple problems, he said.
“I like them. I don’t know if I like them any better,
but I think in the long run it’s going to work out,”
Hatfill said. 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  J O S H  R E E L E Y
Lt. John Hatfill sports the new uniform for the University Police
Department Tuesday morning in front of the station.
Agency provides
public relations
experiences
By April McLaren
S TA F F  W R I T E R
It is not every day students are able to get direct expe-
rience with something they are interested in. The Agency,
a student public relations Recognized Student
Organization, does just that. 
“The Agency
is a group of stu-
dents that meet
for the sole pur-
pose of expand-
ing their public
relations knowl-
edge through hands-on experience,” said Lauren Brody, a
senior journalism major and director of The Agency.
Terri Johnson, journalism professor and adviser of The
Agency said students work on various projects for their
clients and anyone else interested in The Agency’s public
relations work.
“It’s a great opportunity to build your portfolio,” she
said. 
This is Johnson’s first semester with The Agency after
she took over for The Agency’s founder, Dr. Mary Kelly-
Durkin, when she retired from Eastern last year. 
Kelly-Durkin is currently the public relations director
for the University Professionals of Illinois in Chicago. 
Brody said the biggest current project is raising money
for the endowment of the Mary Kelly-Durkin Agency
Scholarship. 
“We thought the scholarship would be a good way to pay
tribute to her,” she said.
She said The Agency is currently sending letters to
alumni, producing work for a small fee and planning an
event to raise money for the scholarship.
Brody said The Agency is also producing bimonthly
newsletters for public relations minors and journalism
majors, a newsletter for the Public Relations Society of
America’s Central Illinois Chapter and promoting on-cam-
pus events, such as speakers, through fliers, posters and
news releases. 
Johnson explained that while The Agency has clients
they work with on a regular basis, students are also seek-
ing new clients.
She said The Agency’s prices are fair, reasonable
rates. Prices for fliers, posters and newsletters range
from $15-$25.
Johnson said they also welcome nonprofit organizations
but still asks for a small donation for The Agency’s work. 
While The Agency is primarily for students in public
relations, anyone is welcome to join and no experience is
necessary.
“Students come and go on a volunteer basis and only
participate in the activities they are interested in,” Brody
said. 
“Also, if a student would like to pitch an idea to a client
and take on larger responsibility, we will help them every
step of the way,” she said. 
Brody first developed an interest in The Agency her
sophomore year when the teacher of a public
relations/magazine editing course mentioned the RSO. She
said she did not have much to show in her portfolio so she
decided to check it out.
Last year, she was chosen by Kelly-Durkin and the
director of the time, Jessica Personette, to take over the
responsibility as director.
“I saw it as a great leadership opportunity,” she said.
Brody will be continuing her public relations interest
and abilities after graduation. She was recently hired as an
associate communications specialist for the America
Medical Association.
She will start in May and will work with internal and
external communications.
“Public relations is such a huge field,” she said. “This is
just one small part.” 
The Agency meets at 6:30 p.m. every Wednesday in
Room 2434 of Buzzard Hall.
Group mentality
A look at Eastern’s
Recognized Student Organizations
By Michael Habschmidt
S TA F F  W R I T E R
It was 1:13 Tuesday morning. Students
were settling down or were already asleep,
some still up and doing their homework.
Suddenly, a loud buzzing could be heard in
the hall, and the students in the north tower
were taken from their rooms in Thomas Hall
by the warning of a fire alarm.
“It looked like a system malfunction,” a
representative from the Charleston Fire
Department said. “That is all we have right
now unless we find something else.”
Groggy, confused and somewhat
annoyed, the students piled out of the build-
ing into the 25 degree weather, and some stu-
dents escaped the cold into their heated cars.
Andrew Ehrlich, a junior history major
and Thomas Hall resident, was among the
students outside. 
“I just want to go back inside and finish
playing ‘Tiger Woods Golf’ on my Playstation
2,” Ehrlich said while waiting for the resident
assistants to let the residents back into the
building. “I want to toss on a robe and grab a
cup of coffee so I can warm myself up.”
The resident assistants of each floor made
sure there was no one left inside what they
had to assume was a burning building and
helped to evacuate it. 
Shivering and shaking, the students
watched as units from the University Police
Department and the Charleston Police and
Fire departments arrived on the scene,
ready to put out any fires. 
Fortunately for the students, the fire alarm
was a mistake and there was no actual fire. 
Somewhat annoyed, the students
returned to the building, some still upset
about the false alarm.
Daniel Freberg, a freshman history major
living in the north tower of Thomas Hall,
said, “I was watching TV when the alarm
went off and I was concerned about it.”
Students parading back toward their
rooms complained about being taken from
their rooms with comments like “It sucked,”
and “It pissed me off.”
The UPD arrived at the scene at 1:17 a.m.,
and the Charleston Fire Department arrived
at 1:22 a.m.
The police report on the false fire alarm
stated, “ the location of the alarm was in the
[Building Service Worker’s] room on the
lower level, and the alarm went off at 1:13
a.m. The fire department responded and
evacuated the building.”
One student threatened to move out
because he is frustrated with the fre-
quent fire alarms. He said he was tired
and had midterms to study for and take
later that day.
False alarm rouses Thomas residents
If there is one thing I have
learned during my past 3 1/2 years
at Eastern it is that getting
involved will pay off tremendous-
ly in the long run. 
Students can study for hours on
end for tests and compose the
most polished term papers, but
what really earns them a job is
immersing themselves in organi-
zations revolving around their
field and in turn building the con-
crete skills crucial to the field
they plan to enter.
As a journalism major, getting
heavily involved in two student
publications while I’ve been at
Eastern has garnered me two
internship thus far and undoubt-
edly will secure me a job in the
field by the time graduation hits.
Still, I can’t help but ask myself,
what if I hadn’t done much of any-
thing with the resources at my
fingertips here at the university?
It can be assumed I would be
scrambling merely to nab an
internship come May because I
would inevitably be squashed by
the competition in the job market. 
But the scary thing is many
people sit back on the fact they
are earning a degree. In reality, it
only gets a students’ foot in the
door. Employers, as I’ve discov-
ered after enduring countless
interviews, won’t ask you about
your grades. They want to know
what sets you apart from the sta-
tus quo, what kind of relevant
skills you’ve accumulated over the
college years and/or what makes
you so qualified over the next per-
son.
Many times what barricades
people from allowing themselves
to get involved in such things as
RSOs, clubs or Greek life is the
intimidation factor. For instance,
last year while toiling away in The
Daily Eastern News office, a
woman telephoned concerning her
freshman daughter and how she
would be interested in taking pho-
tographs for the staff, but insisted
she needed us to call the girl to
persuade her to join the staff
because she was much too scared
to walk in the door herself. 
Linda Moore, acting director
for career services, said many
students enter college with the
wrong mind-set regarding
involvement.
“I think they carry ideas from
high schools,” Moore says. “A lot
of times in high school the same
people ran everything and it was
kind of just something to keep
them busy.”
But in college, the vast number
of opportunities provided by
organizations require extensive
responsibilities and considerable
planning, Moore said. 
Since there are such an array of
options and resources, joining a
RSO  or club can be overwhelm-
ing. Moore used the analogy of
running track to illustrate the
process of slowly getting
involved.
“You are stiff at first. (Then)
you walk, jog and then work up
the ability to run fast,” she said.
“It doesn’t happen overnight. If
they start early, ... by sophomore
or junior year they can take on a
leadership role in the club. It is a
step, by step by step.”
Often times it is difficult not to
get too hasty. It is human nature
to want fast results, but come to
grips and accept the idea that
improving and networking with
others and learning and applying
those skills requires a painstaking
amount of time. And remember
partying and joining an organiza-
tion are not mutually exclusive.
Keeping yourself busy forces you
to manage your time well, and
therefore, most students won’t
have trouble finding time for both.
Ultimately, if you take advan-
tage of extracurricular activities
particularly pertinent to your
field, you will be much more com-
fortable come senior year. If you
are a freshman or sophomore still
hesitant about at least taking tak-
ing a stab at getting involved,
reflect on Moore’s assurance that
“If you start getting involved
freshmen year, and then job
search your senior year, it’s a
piece of cake.”
Whenever I would get discour-
aged or downright sick of devot-
ing too many hours working under
The glaring fluorescent lights of
the DEN newsroom during the
past few years, I would catch a
glimpse of a cartoon that used to
be adhered to one of the beams in
the room. It depicted a man
drowning in paper work and stat-
ed, “a lot of work now will mean a
lot less work later.”  
Now that is a statement that can
resonate with every college stu-
dent if you just discipline yourself
and put in the extra effort. 
Student Body President Caleb Judy was right to
stand by his beliefs and exercise his power to veto
motions passed by the Student Senate.
Last Wednesday, the senate suspended the
bylaws to vote on the two motions. The bylaws
require the senate to table the motions for one
week before voting.
The motions Judy vetoed were a 4 percent
increase to the Health Service fee and a 3 percent
increase to the Student Recreation Center fee.
Kyle Donash, chair for the external Relations
Committee, said the veto is a good way to give
everyone more of a chance to have their questions
answered.
“None of the senators
knew it was on the agen-
da,”  Donash said. “I just
think it’s ridiculous when
we pass something we’re
not informed about.”
Today’s veto hasn’t
happened in many years.
The senate can sus-
pend the bylaws in case
of an emergency to vote
on what it calls a bill.
Judy vetoed because he
didn’t think last
Wednesday’s decision was an emergency.
This took watchful eye, consideration and
thought by Judy to take action.
Instead of just moving things along quickly,
Judy recognized issues need careful consideration
and should not be rushed. 
Instead of sitting back and keeping quiet, he
interjected within his right to do so. He stood by
his commitment to uphold his elected duty and
help regulate activities of the student senate. He
is looking out for the best interests of the universi-
ty as well as its students. 
The senate had passed both motions, but Judy’s
veto means the motions basically fail until
Wednesday when the senate will have to override
the veto with a two-thirds vote or his veto will not
be overturned. This presents the opportunity for
the senate to evaluate their decision and take
another look at the issue. 
The Senate could learn from this because the
power given to Judy to veto, as well as the issue,
itself protected by the power, both provide senate
members another chance to consider the issue.
The responsibilities of the the Student
Government should not be taken lightly, and most
issues, no matter how big or small, should be
treated with equal consideration and commitment
by the governments representatives.
When Student Senate votes on the suspension of
the bylaws, they should not vote to overturn
Judy’s decision, but instead learn to demonstrate
patience in decision-making to ensure thorough
consideration in handling all issues presented.
This letter is in response
to “Charleston Landlords
Still Renting For Next
Academic Year” published
in The Daily Eastern News
March 1. The writer of the
article, Jennifer Smith is a
tenant of ours and she had
requested some informa-
tion about our properties,
including our new building
on 9th Street. We were very
surprised to see the content
of the article when it
appeared on Monday.
Along with general infor-
mation comparing different
landlords, Smith described
a survey she conducted of
our tenants. We were the
only landlord in the article
that had its tenants sur-
veyed. 
The issue of all apart-
ments at the Atrium being
charged $20 per apartment
is false. No one was actual-
ly charged for this incident.
Her roommate was the only
one of our tenants quoted in
the article. We have a hard
time believing the survey
that she conducted was rep-
resentative of our tenant’s
overall feelings. 
The News has already
decided to print a correc-
tion and clarification of the
article, but we wanted to
express how we felt about
this article. We are a family
owned and operated busi-
ness devoted to serving our
tenants the very best way
possible, and our reputation
is extremely important to
us. Articles that are
untruthful and misrepre-
sentative of the facts are
frustrating and completely
unnecessary.
Melissa Phillips,
property manager
Unique Properties
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Karen Kirr
Senior writer,
Warbler editor in
chief and guest 
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Kirr also is a  
senior journalism
major 
She can be reached at
kekirr@eiu.edu
Experience beyond degree vital
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Landlord reporting unbalanced
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“ ... come to grips and
accept the idea that
improving and 
networking with others
and learning and
applying those skills
requires a painstaking
amount of time.”
Editorial board
John Chambers, Editor in chief
Matt Meinheit, Managing editor
Matt Williams, News editor
Carly Mullady, Associate news editor
Jennifer Chiariello, Editorial page editor
Matthew Stevens, Sports editor
jpchambers@eiu.edu
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
Student Body
President Caleb Judy
vetoed two motions
passed by the
Student Senate last
week.
Our stance
Judy was justified in
his decision. The
senate had not had
prior time to consider
the motions that
dealt with student
fee increases.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will
not be printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it con-
cise. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston
IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jpchambers@eiu.edu.
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Veto decision
will  benefit
Student Senate
Correction
Editor’s note: This following
paragraph was cut from the
column in Tuesday’s edition of
The Daily Eastern News. It is
written by Associate News
editor Carly Mullady.
“I’m not a cynic. I’m just
using the power I have with
this edit page to voice my con-
cerns and hope it will make a
difference.”
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Please call 581-2812 if problems...
Please bring an actual photo or a photo on CD with a list of those pictured
(in order) to the Student Publications Office 
THIS WEEK!!  
*Also thank you to those groups who have turned in their photos so far!*
Just a Reminder...
You have a reserved free group photo slot...
now we need your photo!
•UB
•Black Student Union
•Sigma Gamma Rho
•National Panhellic 
Council
•Student Government
•Panhellic Council
•Sigma Sigma Sigma
•EIU Cheerleaders
•ISC Fraternity Council
•The  Agency
•PRSSA
•Thomas Hall Council
•Asian American 
Association
•Sigma Kappa
•Zeta  Phi Beta
•Lincoln Hall Council
•Student Athletic Training
•TAGA
•Single Parents Support 
Group
•Phi Sigma Phi
RHA auctions off
underwear, services 
By Ashley Haussy
S T A F F  W R I T E R
An underwear and services auction was
held by the Residence Hall Association
Tuesday night to raise money and support
a good cause.
Students bought a pair of underwear and
then attached a note with a certain service
to be performed. Students could offer
such services as piano lessons, wake up
calls or tours of their building. The stu-
dents then bid on the underwear without
knowing the service first.
Freshman undecided major Kristin
Cilek provided a service for the event. She
is a part of Andrews Hall Council and will
be making a goodie bag to relieve stress
for the winner of her underwear.
“If there was a better turnout for this
event it would have been great, especially
because of the cause, but there will be other
fundraisers to help out RHA,” Cilek said.
JC Miller, a freshman international stud-
ies and political science major, is a mem-
ber of the RHA Financial Advisory Board
in charge of holding the event.
She said the idea for the auction came
from another school at the Illinois
Residence Hall Association Conference
this year. Because of the success of the
event, the board decided to try it at
Eastern.
“Not only does this event raise money
for a good cause, it encourages students to
make friends and get to know other people
better,” Miller said. 
The money raised will go toward two
scholarships the RHA gives out each year.
The Shawn McKinney Scholarship is
awarded to an incoming freshman that dis-
plays good leadership qualities.
The Brad Wright Memorial Scholarship
is given to an upperclassman who has had
a positive impact toward on-campus hous-
ing at Eastern.
This is the first series of events hosted
by the RHA board, which was formed this
semester. The head of the Financial
Advisory Board, freshman math major
Lindsay DiPietro, also hosted the same
auction two weeks ago in Carman Hall and
made $40.
“The turnout was not as good as we
expected, but the people who attended
really supported the cause,” DiPietro said.
The turnout for Tuesday’s event was also
not as successful as RHA hoped for. The
auction was moved from Andrews Hall to
the karaoke event in Taylor Hall at 9 p.m.
DiPietro said the lack of support from
the halls contributed to low attendance at
the event, but that the concept of it was
also very difficult to understand.
Even though this fundraiser did not go
as well as the board planned, there are
other RHA fundraising events planned for
this semester.
There will be a bowling fundraiser held
on March 23 at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Teams can enter by hall
and the cost is $25 per team.
By Brian O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
The Student Senate Wednesday
will vote to override Student Body
President Caleb Judy’s veto on two
motions senate passed last week.
Judy said he vetoed two fee
increase motions because not
everyone knew what the motions
involved.
“Everyone should have suffi-
cient knowledge of the bills before
they are passed,” he said. “I don’t
think we should rush through
these.”
Student Senate Speaker George
Lesica said a veto means the
passed motion is tabled until the
next meeting.  The senate will need
a two thirds vote to override Judy’s
decision.  If they fail it or don’t
reach a two-thirds majority deci-
sion, the motion fails.
“If (the senate) passes some-
thing, (Judy) can fail it himself,”
Lesica said.
The motions Judy vetoed were a
four percent increase to the Health
Service fee and a three percent
increase to the Student Recreation
Center fee.
“He felt that they were passed
hastily, so I support him on that,”
Lesica said.
The Health Service fee increase
motion was passed 13-9-1, which is
not a two-thirds decision.  If the
senate votes the same, the motion
will fail.
Jeff Collier, chair for the
Academic Affairs Committee, said
he voted against the Health
Service fee and voted for the Rec
Center fee, which the senate
passed 19-0-2.
“The reasons for his veto were
simply in the best interest of the
senate’s decision,” Collier said. “He
justified his own veto, whether you
like it or not, he justified his veto.”
Senate member Harold King
said he voted for both fees and that
Judy had good reasons to veto the
motions.
“Obviously they were big deci-
sions to be made and he didn’t feel
that we discussed it enough,” King
said. “As president, it’s a gut feel-
ing. It’s his call.”
Kyle Donash, chair for the
External Relations Committee,
said the veto is a good way to give
everyone more of a chance to have
their questions answered.
“None of the senators knew it
was on the agenda,” Donash said.
“I just think it’s ridiculous when we
pass something we’re not fully
informed about.”
Donash said the senate should
not have voted so quickly on the
motions.
“There was no need for it to be
rushed,” he said. “I think that most
of (the senate members) agree
with Caleb.”
Chemistry Professor Jonathan
Blitz will speak about the athletics
fee increase motion the senate
failed last week.
Blitz has put together a report
about the athletics fee he present-
ed to the Faculty Senate Tuesday,
Lesica said.
The senate will also vote to
approve the Student Leadership
Council’s bylaws.
Lisa Flam, student vice presi-
dent for student affairs, said the
council has attracted about 30
Recognized Student Organizations
in its five meetings.
“It’s already doing big things,
just make it official,” Flam said.
Lesica said the bylaws will help
the council stay a consistent group.
“I feel that as long as the bylaws
are followed and the (council) lasts
for a few years, then the bylaws
were worth it,” Lesica said.
The senate will also discuss, and
possibly vote on, a resolution offer-
ing students on academic proba-
tion the chance to take a study
skills course before they fail out of
the university.
Collier said the current course is
only given to students who already
have failed out of Eastern.
“I feel that students should be
offered assistance before failing
out,” Collier said. “It won’t be
required, they will have the
option.”
The Student Senate meets at 7
p.m. Wednesday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Senate will vote to override president Judy’s veto
S T U D E N T  S E N A T E
F A C U L T Y  S E N A T E
Psych professor wins
Distinguished Faculty 
By Kevin Sampier
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N  E D I T O R
The Faculty Senate named psychology pro-
fessor John Best as the 2004 Distinguished
Faculty Award recipient Tuesday.
Senate Member Steve Scher, who served as
chair of the Distinguished Faculty Award
Selection Committee this year, recommended
Best be selected because he excelled in service
to the college and community, development
and teaching.
Senate members voted 13-0 to approve the
committee’s recommendation.
Best was unavailable for comment at the
time of publication.
“All the committee members had good
things to say about (Best),” Scher said.
This year the committee reviewed 11 nomi-
nations for the award, some of which were sub-
mitted last year but not selected, Scher said.
“The nominations that came in this year will
be retained for consideration next year, ” as is
the policy, Scher said. The committee only
received one updated nomination. 
Nominations for the award sometimes
come with letters of recommendation from
students, but that is not a requirement, Scher
said.
“Many nominations do have student letters
and those tend to influence the committee,”
Scher said.
The nominations the committee evaluated
were harder to choose from than in the past,
Scher said. 
“We had six or seven (nominees) who we
would have felt comfortable giving the award
to,” he said.
The due date for petitions from faculty who
wish to serve on boards and councils was
extended from Wednesday to March 22
because only five petitions have been turned
in.
Barbara Lawrence, faculty senate vice
chair, said the lack of petitions could have been
because faculty members did not read mes-
sages sent out about the topic.
“Petitions are due tomorrow and I have
received very few petitions so far,” Lawrence
said. “I have about five petitions.” 
Lawrence said faculty members interested
in running for a position must have at least 10
signatures and the elections will be held on
March 31 and April 1 in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
“Talk to your colleagues and urge them to
run for these positions,” she said to the senate.
A Faculty Senate self study and a bylaw
change that would create a faculty forum com-
mittee were postponed until the next senate
meeting.
Faculty Senate Chair David Carpenter said
the bylaw change will be proposed the Tuesday
after spring break. 
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Advertise in the Daily Eastern News
581-2816
By Michael Schroeder
C I T Y  R E P O R T E R
The jury trial date for two of
the three remaining suspects in
the fight that took place at La
Bamba’s Sept. 26 has been set
for May.
Lee E. Graham, 36, was given
the jury pretrial at 9 a.m. May
10, according to his defendant
Bob Dunst of Mattoon.
He is charged with aggravat-
ed battery to an arresting peace
officer and two counts of
obstruction of justice, according
to Coles County Circuit Court
docket information.
Seniece A. Graham, 28, who
was involved in the same alter-
cation, was also given the jury
pretrial time of 9 a.m. May 10,
according to the dockets.
Lonnie Lutz, her defendant,
said she is being charged with
aggravated battery to an arrest-
ing peace officer.
The third remaining suspect,
who is charged with two counts
of threatening a police officer, is
William Graham; he has a
motion hearing set for April 16,
dockets said.
He also has other charges
stemming from the burglary of
Audio NXS Car Audio and
Accessories in Mattoon and
unlawful use of a credit card, a
Coles County Circuit Clerk said.
The charges read that on July
11, 2003, Graham entered Audio
NXS with the intent of burglary
and took property valued at
greater than $300, but less than
$1,000, she said. 
By Heather Long
S T A F F  W R I T E R
All students are encouraged to
attend Safe Spring Break, spon-
sored by Bacchus.
The informational event is
scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.
Wednesday in the
Mattoon/Charleston Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.   
Safe Spring Break will include
tips for problems that may occur,
in hopes of keeping students safe
during Spring Break.
The night will be filled with
plenty of door prizes ranging from
free Pizza Hut pizzas to coupons
from Steak-n-Shake activities for
students to enjoy.  Students even
have a chance to win a Jeep
Wrangler at the door. 
Bacchus, which has been spon-
soring Safe Spring Break for the
last four to five years, is an organ-
ization promoting safe sex and a
drug-free lifestyle.
They also teach students how to
become more aware of problems
they could face. Bacchus supports
Condom Club, which goes around
to different residence halls pro-
moting sex education and helpful
tips to students.
“The annual event is to increase
awareness, give information, and
to help people develop skills later
in life,” said Eric Davidson, assis-
tant director of Health Services
and adviser of Bacchus.
“The event is run mainly by stu-
dents, they have been working
hard on it,” he said. 
“It seems like a well thought out
event; it’s (Safe Spring Break) cov-
ering many topics ranging from
tobacco to (Driving Under the
Influence).”  
Safe Spring Break will include a
total of five tables set up to help
students become more aware of
problems that could arise during
Spring Break. Skin care, tobacco,
alcohol, sex health and club drugs
are the topics Bacchus will cover
at the tables.
Mia Segroves, junior health
studies major and president of
Bacchus, said there would be a lot
of interactive activities for stu-
dents to enjoy.  
“This is my third Spring Break,
we are expecting around 50 people
to attend,” Segroves said.
Liana Shapiro, sophomore social
science major and vice president
of programming, and Genevieve
Magila, sophomore nursing major
and Condom Club chairperson, are
also in charge of planning the
event.  
“It is to get everyone into Spring
Break, and its just a subtle
reminder to be safe,” Magila said.
Students encouraged to have safe spring breaks
LaBamba’s
suspects’
trial set
playing fields, the classrooms will indirectly
reap the benefits from larger shares of student
fees and fundraising money.
Critics question whether the funding is being
misallocated in this tight budget situation and if
academic quality is given lower priority. They
wonder: “Should funds go to the university ath-
letics fee or to support things like undergradu-
ate research, or going to conferences where stu-
dents would benefit directly?” asks Charles
Delman, president of the University
Professionals of Illinois.
Unlike some Illinois universities considered
mid-majors, or those sports teams not from
large athletic conferences like the Big 10 or the
Pac-10, Eastern struggled this year resulting in
“If they can do it, why can’t we?” attitude. For
example, the basketball team at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale, and the foot-
ball team at Northern Illinois University both
achieved high national rankings this year.
Some Panther sports achieved great success –
the women’s soccer team qualified for the
NCAA Tournament for the third straight year,
the men’s indoor track team won the conference
title for the fourth straight time – but many of
the marquee sports that generate publicity and
happy alumni stumbled.
The football team, with a 4-8 record, failed to
make the Division I-AA playoffs for the first
time since 1999. The men’s and women’s basket-
ball teams both missed qualifying for the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament – the first time
both squads had failed – combining for 14 wins
against 40 losses. The volleyball team also
missed the conference tournament finishing
eighth out of 11 teams.
Still, Director of Athletics Rich McDuffie said
the increases only cover the basics because of
inflations or salary increases. 
“The amount of money we’re asking for in a
five-year plan doesn’t get us to this next level,”
he said. 
In a phone interview last week, Nikki Kull,
chair of the Student Senate Tuition and Fee com-
mittee, said although the committee under-
stands athletics’ importance, they didn’t want to
make them any more important than other
organizations, especially for a five-year time-
frame. 
“You always have to be thinking of those in the
future,” said Kull, a nonvoting member. “I’d be
upset if people four years ago made the decision
to set my fees high.”
Task Force created to find ways to
deal with budget crunch
President Lou Hencken appointed the nine-
person task force in the summer of  2003 to
investigate possible ways to reduce the reliance
on state appropriated dollars. Eastern receives
approximately half of its total budget from the
state, while the other half comes from universi-
ty funds, such as tuition or student fees. 
Task Force membership included five faculty
members, two students, one staff member and
Director of Athletics Rich McDuffie. 
“I don’t think anyone on the Task Force ever
thought we’d be competing with Duke in basket-
ball,” Hencken said of the group’s intentions,
“but we want to be able to compete with Murray
(State), SEMO, Tennessee Tech and other teams
in the OVC.”
Charles Delman, a math professor, said, “I
would really love to see the day when our admin-
istration says no matter what we do our aca-
demic programs can’t be compromised.”
In January, the Task Force Chair Gail Richard
presented to various campus entities their sug-
gestions. One scenario severely reduced the uni-
versity’s reliance upon state appropriation, but
the burden on students jumped dramatically. 
The other scenario, endorsed as the better one
by the Task Force, called for a steady 4 percent
increase over the next five fiscal years. The 4
percent increase was the watermark set for all
of the 11 student fees by Shirley Stewart, acting
vice president for student affairs. 
“Instead of coming back to the students with a
surprise each year,”
Richard said last week,
“let’s have a long-range
vision here and be innova-
tive in knowing where we
want to get, but get there
gradually so we just don’t
dump it on students.”
The Task Force asked for
a bolder increase in the
grant-in-aid fee – some 6.1
percent – over the next five
years. Athletics receives 80
percent of the grant-in-aid
fee funds,  the university
scholarship funds are dis-
persed based upon academic or physical talents. 
“You come down to: Why are you even offer-
ing (a sport), if you’re not going to scholarship it,
and fund it appropriately?” Richard asked. “So
we said to the Office of Civil Rights, we’re com-
mitted to funding these sports, and we want to
increase the funding in them.” 
Cutting any sport, Richard previously said,
would be difficult because of Title IX stipula-
tions. 
Actually, cutting a sport, an option the Task
Force did investigate, could lose the university
money, as athletes may not attend because of a
lack of scholarship money, Richard said. One
university honors student, she said, could only
receive $1,000 for academics, but received
$5,000 for running track.
Eastern offers 22 sports — a figure higher
than any other university in Illinois or in the
Ohio Valley Conference – that not only gives the
campus a diverse number of athletics, but also
ensures 463 student-athletes, many of whom pay
for the majority of their school, stay here. 
Packaged with the additional tuition and fees,
the university also receives money through the
NCAA revenue sharing program that grants
funds based upon the number of sports and stu-
dent-athletes.
While Eastern’s athletic budget ranks first in
the OVC, the actual funding per sport ranks in
the middle. Still, other schools, especially those
struggling to attract strong enrollment, wish
they had athletics as a forum to bring in tuition
and fee money.
“All of us should be as smart as you guys and
bring in more teams,” said Frank Harrell, the
director of athletics at Tennessee Tech
University, a school with 16 sports. “You can
bring in more students you wouldn’t normally
bring in.”
HISTORY OF ATHLETICS/GRANT-IN-AID FEE
Year Athletics Grant-in-Aid Totals
1999-2000 $48.55 $48 $96.55
2000-01 $56.05 $55 $111.05
2001-02 $61.05 $58.92 $119.97
2002-03 $61.05 $58.92 $119.97
2003-04 $63.50 $62 $125.50
2004-05 $72.04 $70.96 $143
2005-06 $77.92 $77.63 $155.55
2006-07 $81.04 $84.70 $165.74
2007-08 $84.28 $92.19 $176.47
2008-09 $87.65 $100.14 $187.74
Funding:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
 Bacchus holding 
informational meeting
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Grinders • Pizza • Wings • More...
Dine in • Carryout • Delivery
Village
Apartments
1,2,3 Bedroom 
furnished apartments &
2 bedroom duplexes.  
Reasonable rates and 
close to campus
(217) 345-2516
Equal Housing Opportunity
Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Eastern Illinois University
Bookstore
S a l e  R u n s  M a r c h  8 t h - 1 2 t h
25% OFF  T-SHIRTS
Love Life 
a little 
sour?
call 581-2816
Place your DEN personal.
Make it a part of your morning routine ...
Read The Daily Eastern News !
“The task force never really made the compar-
isons that needed to be made,” Blitz said.
Specifically, Blitz said the task force did not com-
pare Eastern’s overall athletics budget to other
Ohio Valley Conference schools and did not com-
pare the amount of money in the athletics budget
given to each sport.
“That’s one thing they didn’t do that seems to me
an obvious thing to do,” Blitz said.
Director of Athletics Rich McDuffie said com-
parisons like these would not accurately reflect
Eastern’s cost because it offers 22 sports while
other schools offer less.
“I don’t think he’s in a position to evaluate the
task force’s work,” McDuffie said of Blitz and
added, “the task force report didn’t include every-
thing they looked at.” 
McDuffie said the task force compared Eastern
to other OVC schools on how much state appropri-
ated funding they received.
As for not comparing the budgets of each sport,
McDuffie said, “I don’t know whether they did or
not. Some information is not readily available. The
task force could have spent 10 years looking at dif-
ferent budgets.”
Blitz will make a second presentation during the
Student Government meeting Wednesday and said
he will inform students about the proposed fee
increase. 
“I think what the students want to know is if this
increase is really necessary,” Blitz said. “Is this
increase truly necessary to keep our athletics pro-
gram halfway decent?” 
McDuffie said he will also be present during the
meeting but has not yet asked senate members if
he could speak.
Blitz and McDuffie met for an hour Monday and
discussed the issue but disagreed about possible
solutions. McDuffie said Blitz suggested cutting
some of the sports; a claim Blitz denied.
“There’s two ways to look at funding athletics,”
McDuffie said. “(Blitz’s) answer was ‘22 sports is
too many sports and should be cut.’”  
Blitz said, “I did not propose cutting sports. I
don’t think the athletic department should be fund-
ed at the level (McDuffie) wants to be funded at,”
he said. “I think (the fees) are too burdensome on
the students.”
McDuffie said, “We don’t want to cut sports.
We’d rather have some help internally, meaning
from student fees, and we will continue to work
externally.”
The feeling of athletic over-funding has been
expressed by several faculty members during pre-
vious presentations made by the task force. 
“I feel the Athletic Task Force is not being asked
the hard questions,” Blitz said. “The athletics
department can’t have it all, nobody can.”
McDuffie said, “You can look at the numbers in
all different ways, depending on what your percep-
tion is, and his perception is a little different than
mine.”
Challenge:
McDuffie says Blitz proposed 
cutting sports, Blitz denies
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media/guest room for Colts press confer-
ences. The Colts’ head coach was then
taken to the Physical Science building
where the Phipps Lecture Hall was eval-
uated for a meeting room for players and
coaches. The Colts’ representatives were
impressed with the quality of the facili-
ties and the centralized location of
Eastern’s campus.
“What I saw today was good facilities,
good meeting rooms and basically all the
physical things are in place to meet our
satisfaction,” Dungy said.
The luncheon in the 1895 Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
gave the pair of mayors in the Coles
County area were given an opportunity to
discuss what their expectations of the
towns are to secure the Colts in
Charleston.
“It’s very similar to what we are expe-
riencing when the Chicago Bears were
thinking about coming here,” Cougill
said. “We are dealing with a lot of ‘what
if’ stuff right now with our proposal to
them.” 
Cougill and Carter stressed that a Colts
training camp would not only help the
Charleston and Mattoon area and he
wants people to look beyond Coles
County.
“I think this could help out all of East
Central Illinois with fans coming over to
see the Colts, finding out there’s a lot to
do in this area and putting money into the
community,” Cougill said.
“These are rough economic times and
anything that could help the financial sit-
uation of the area would be greatly need-
ed,” Carter said.
Coles Together, the Coles County
Economic Development Council, was
adamant about the training camp being
an event that could raise the marketabili-
ty of the surrounding communities.
“By looking at other towns with pro
camps, we’ve found this is a destination
event which brings new people in your
town which we’ve found stay for an aver-
age of 2.7 days with 40 percent of them
returning again,” Gustafson said. “This is
a situation that creates 100-150 jobs for
students that could stay around the sum-
mer. Our two main objectives are to cre-
ate an environment for the team and
environment for fans to have fun.”
The final visit after the meal was a
meeting back at the O’Brien Stadium con-
ference room to discuss the findings of
the entire day. 
Upgrading certain aspects of the
Panthers’ facilities were considered,
especially the practice fields outside of
O’Brien Stadium.
“Our practice fields are not adequate
for our team, let alone a half billion dollar
organization like the Colts,” McDuffie
said. “It was discussed that they would
want better fields and we told them that
we could certainly get them ready before
they come back in the summer.”
The other concern of the athletic
department is the potential overlap of the
Colts’ training camp along with the sum-
mer workouts for Eastern.
“That has always been a concern that
we understand could potentially be a
problem but I promise you that our own
student-athletes will not be short-
changed in this process,” McDuffie said. 
At the end of the meeting, Dungy was
positive about what he saw at Eastern and
was surprised at the attention Tuesday’s
event was given.
“What impressed me was the incredi-
bly efficient staff here at Eastern, great
facilities, a high caliber football program
and most importantly was the ability for
our team to come together at a place
where there is not a lot of distractions. I
believe Eastern has that,” Dungy said.
“It’s always fun when you have support
from a community like this who will
watch us and maybe we can turn some of
them into Colts fans.”
After about a four hour day at Eastern,
Champlin left via helicopter for Colts
headquarters. Dungy took a car to
Champaign where he will be discussing
more aspects of Eastern over dinner
before traveling back to Indianapolis.
The timetable was never given or set
on Tuesday when the Colts will either
make another trip to Eastern or make a
decision on the location of its training
camp; however, Dungy stated Eastern
may be a top candidate. 
“I think Steve Champlin has been
doing the leg work for all of this, but this
is the only other trip  I’ve taken so I
guess that’s a good sign for Eastern,”
Dungy said.
“Is this increase truly necessary
to keep our athletics program
halfway decent?”
—Jonathan Blitz
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
Tony Dungy, head coach of the Indianapolis Colts, and Steve Champlin, director of player development, look out over campus during
their tour of the athletic facilities of Eastern Tuesday morning.
Colts:
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GRADUATE ASSISTANT WANT-
ED: The Eastern Illinois
University Health Service’s
Health Education Resource
Center is currently accepting
applications for both the Greek
Alcohol/Substance Education
Coordinator Graduate
Assistantship Position. The 12-
month contracts calls for the
selected individual to work 19.5
hours per week preferably
beginning May 16 or June 1. The
selected applicant must be
admitted to the EIU Graduate
School, meet all Graduate
School Requirements for
Graduate Assistantships, be
enrolled and take classes during
the summer, fall, and spring
terms. The following items are
required for application: EIU
Graduate Assistantship
Application (available from EIU
Grad School Web page),
Statement of Professional and
Personal Goals, copy of official
academic transcripts,
resume/vita, and minimum of
two letters of reference. PREF-
ERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO
APPLICANTS WHO SUBMIT
ALL ITEMS BEFORE APRIL
1,2004 to: Eric S. Davidson, EIU
Health Services, 600 Lincoln
Avenue, Charleston, IL 61920.
However, applications will be
accepted until positions are
filled. For position description or
additional information, contact
Eric Davidson by e-mail
(csesd@eiu.edu) or by phone
(581-3912).
________________________3/12
Charleston Dairy Queen now
taking applications for experi-
enced cooks and front counter
positions. For night and week-
end shifts. Apply at 20 State St.
__________________________3/9
Local travel agency needs moti-
vated and energetic people to
join our team. Set your own
hours. Training provided. Call
549-7168 or e-mail
triplemilestravel@yahoo.com
________________________3/10
Showtime Lounge needs PT bar-
tender. Apply in person. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon, 234-4151.
________________________3/10
Female needed for light house-
work, laundry, and errands for
part time over Spring Break.
348-1550.
________________________3/12
Peer Helpers: Positive upper-
classmen to serve as mentors to
incoming freshman/transfer stu-
dents Fall 2004. A GPA of 2.5 or
higher required. Applications
available in Minority Affairs,
1130 Blair.
________________________3/11
CHARLESTON LUMBER IS HIR-
ING!! IF YOU HAVE WORKED AT
A HOME CENTER OR LUMBER-
YARD PLEASE APPLY. APPLI-
CANT MUST HAVE A VALID DRI-
VERS LICENSE AND BE WILL-
ING TO UPGRADE TO CLASS
“C” LICENSE. PLEASE APPLY
AT 202 6TH ST. NO PHONE
CALLS.
________________________3/23
Need Money? Student advisors
are needed for 120 unit off-cam-
pus EIU apartment community.
On-site training, cash referrals
and generous hourly salaries are
included. Call toll free, 1-866-
594-5470 to schedule an
appointment with Kimberly
Sanders.
__________________________5/3
Getting ready to graduate and
looking for a long-term, full-time
position? Reputable cellular
company seeking 2 Sales
Professionals. High earning
potential. Must be outgoing and
motivated. Please call 217-345-
1303 for more information.
Resume and daytime availability
required.
__________________________00
THREE/TWO BEDROOM HOUS-
ES. $220/PERSON, TWO BED-
ROOM, APARTMENT. 415
Harrison. EXCELLENT CONDI-
TION 348-5032
________________________3/10
Available for Summer and Fall
04-05 school year. Clean mod-
ern apartments and homes, with
some utilities included. 1,2,3,4
and 5 bedroom. W/D in some
units also. NOT ALL CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. NO PETS!!! 217-549-
4495
________________________3/10
6 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES,
1056 2ND STREET, FUR-
NISHED, 2 FULL BATHS, A/C,
FULL LAUNDRY & DSL. $1650
PER MONTH ($275 PER BED-
ROOM). 345-6210 OR 254-8228.
________________________3/12
Perfect for a couple: 1 BR
duplex on 4th, remodeled,
excellent location, access to
Millennium building amenities.
Unique Properties 345-5022
________________________3/10
3 and 4 bedroom duplex. So
nice, so convenient and now
prices are reduced. You have to
see it to believe it. Call today!
Unique Properties. 345-5022
________________________3/10
Openings at Millennium building
on 4th. 2 apts. available for next
year. Upscale, spacious 3 BR
apartments at a great price.
$1,050-$1,100/mo. with ameni-
ties galore. Unique Properties
345-5022
________________________3/10
Available summer & fall newly
remodeled . 2 & 3 bedroom
homes & apartments,
washer/dryer included, no pets.
345-9267.
________________________3/11
3 BEDROOM APT. LOCATED AT
202 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED,
NEW KITCHEN, BATH WITH
SHOWER, A/C WASHER AND
DRYER. CALL 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 345-9462
________________________3/11
EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT.
208 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED A/C
SHOWER, WASHER AND
DRYER $500 PER MONTH.
AVAILABLE JULY 1, 2004. 345-
7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-
9462. ASK LARRY
________________________3/11
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new
furniture. Leasing for Spring
2004 and Fall 2003 semesters.
Call 346-3583
__________________________00
For Rent: Girls Only; 3 bedroom
house across from Buzzard. Call
335-2652.
________________________3/11
2 BEDROOM APT. 1056 2ND ST.
FURNISHED, FREE DSL AND
LAUNDRY. $600 PER MONTH.
($300 PER BEDROOM) 345-
6210 OR 254-8228.
________________________3/12
4 BR APT 204 W. GRANT PAR-
TIALLY FURNISHED, 2 FULL
BATHS, FREE LAUNDRY, HEAT,
WATER, TRASH & DSL INCLUD-
ED. CLOSE TO O’BRIEN STADI-
UM. $1300 PER MONTH ($325
PER BEDROOM) 345-6210 OR
254-8228.
________________________3/12
3BEDROOM HOUSE. 1048
NINTH ST. GARAGE, LARGE
YARD, FIREPLACE,
WASHER/DRYER, CENTRAL
AIR, DISHWASHER, LARGE
FRONT PORCH. $900 PER
MONTH ($300 PER BEDROOM)
345-6210 OR 254-8228.
________________________3/12
3 BR APT. 204 W. GRANT, 2
FULL BATHS FREE LAUNDRY,
HEAT, WATER, TRASH & DSL
INCLUDED. CLOSE TO O’BRIEN
STADIUM. $900 PER MONTH
($300 PER BEDROOM). 345-
6210 OR 254-8228.
________________________3/12
3 BR APT. 530 W. GRANT, 2
FULL BATHS, FULL DSL &
LAUNDRY. PRIVATE PATIO
W/FENCE. NEW APPLIANCES,
C/A. $900 PER MONTH ($300
PER BEDROOM). 345-6210 OR
254-8228.
________________________3/12
Nice 5 bedroom 2 W/D set. 2
kitchens. 1 block north of
Dominos. 549-1521
________________________3/22
Now leasing for Fall 2004. 3
bedroom houses, 4th St. loca-
tion. Good parking. $225 each.
897-6266 or 898-9143.
________________________3/12
Now leasing for Fall 2004.
Roomy 3-4 bedroom house.
Nice shady patio, good parking.
$225 per person. 897-6266 or
898-9143
________________________3/12
Available Fall ‘04. Studio apart-
ment. $275 includes heat, water,
trash. 897-6266 or 898-9143.
________________________3/12
Now leasing for Fall ‘04. Large
4/5 bedroom house available for
group rental. Good 4th Street
location. $250 each. 897-6266
or 898-9143
________________________3/12
Available Fall ‘04. 2 bedroom
apartment 411 Harrison. $525
includes heat, water, trash. 897-
6266 or 898-9143
________________________3/12
Nice, 4 bedroom house, 1107
Lincoln, Available July. $700
month. 345-4030
________________________3/12
2, 3, & 4 bdrm. houses, For rent,
great rates and locations. No
pets. Call today 346-3583.
________________________3/16
4 Bedroom house Lincoln Street.
Good Price washer/dryer
Dishwasher www.lanmanproper-
ties.com call 348-0157
________________________3/19
2,3,4 Bedroom apt. low price,
nice, close to campus www.lan-
manproperties.com call 348-0157
________________________3/19
Available aug/Fall ‘04. Awesome
4/5 bedroom house, W/D,
Central air. Great location, #1
Orchard Drive. $1200/month.
(217)898-1514.
________________________3/22
One 3 bedroom apartment. 2
blocks from campus. $235 a
month each. Trash included.
345-3554.
________________________3/23
For Rent: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Bedroom
House’s W/D, Central Air,
Dishwashers, DSL Hook-ups in
all rooms, ceiling fans. Good
Locations. Call Today: 346-3583
3/161 bedroom duplex. $370 per
month, Trash, stove and refriger-
ator included. NO PETS. 348-
8608.
________________________3/25
3 houses for rent 2-3 bedroom
house. 10 month lease $250
each for 3. 1-2 bedroom house,
10 month lease $275 each for 2.
549-7242.
________________________3/26
3BR HOUSE, fresh carpet, 1
block to Stadium, w/d, central
a/c. $700/12 months for 3 ten-
ants. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________3/31
2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl, central a/c, some bal-
conies. $230/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________3/31
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months, water incl. Low utilities,
A/C, coin laundry, ample park-
ing. 345-4489 Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor
________________________3/31
1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
@ $350/mo. Cable TV and water
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________3/31
2BR moneysaver @ $190/per-
son. Cable&water incl. Don’t
miss it. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________3/31
ROOMY 4BR HOUSE, 1 1/2
baths, w/d, walk to Buzzard.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
________________________3/31
3 bedroom furnished apartment.
Utilities included. Close to cam-
pus. Call 345-6885
__________________________00
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The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: Yes  No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
F O R  R E N T
HEALTH EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER: 2004 Annual Health Fair, March
10 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Student Rec Center. A Sea of Health. Over 50
exhibitors planned to attend. First 500 attendees will receive goody bags. Door
prizes available. Internship.job opportunities.
NUTRITION EDUCATION COMMITTEE:Jeans Drive March 10 from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. at the Student Rec Center. Promote positive body image and help others
in need by donating clothes at the Health Fair.
C A M P U S  C L I P S
ACROSS
1Ford or
Chevrolet
5Far from cor-
dial
10Waffle House
alternative
14Tel ___
15Kind of toast
16In the alto-
gether
17Event adver-
tised in the
classifieds
19Clean Air Act
target
20Constriction
of the pupil
21Stumpers?
23One of the
Chipmunks
24Spark plug,
e.g.
26Electrical
glitch
30Basilica part
33Slippery ___
34Time piece?
35Jungfrau is
one
36Fighters at
Lexington
39One past
due?
40Actress
Witherspoon
42Enjoy, with
“up”
43Part of Air
France’s fleet
until 2003
44Place to buy
wine
48Boarders
49Crop up
53Sportscasting
position
55Web mags
56It has a
pocket
57Time appro-
priate for 17-,
26- and 
44-Across?
60Nebraska
tribe
61Robin player
of 1938
62Rich source
63“The King
and I” co-star
64Fits together
65Charon
crossed it
DOWN
1Source of
igneous rock
2Benefit
3Bolshoi rival
4Hard to pin
down
5Skunk River
city
6Guitar great
Paul
7Commercial
suffix with
Rock
8Shaped like
a fish stick
9Spenser’s
“The ___
Queene”
10Parts of feet
11Will Rogers
and others
12A hound may
pick it up
13Tent holders
181992
Heisman win-
ner ___
Torretta
22Cruising
24“___ never
work!”
25Most off-tast-
ing
27Gift that’s
hung around
the neck
28Go-___
29Peepers
3050+ org.
31“Nolo,” for
instance
32Eventgoer
36First A.F.L.-
C.I.O. presi-
dent
37Makes lace
381995 trial
name
41Helter-___
43Soaps, e.g.
45Some meter
readers
46Unbroken
47Bulldoze
50Bullion unit
51Like a
fleabag
52Reo contem-
porary
53Out of control
54Marquee
time
55Conduit
bends
58E.R. workers
59Ellipsis part
Puzzle by Jim Hyres
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25
26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33 34
35 36 37 38 39
40 41 42 43
44 45 46 47
48 49 50 51 52
53 54 55
56 57 58 59
60 61 62
63 64 65
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0128
MAKEALOOFIHOP
AVIVMELBANUDE
GARAGESALESMOG
MIOSISORATORS
ALVINIGNITER
VOLTAGESPIKE
APSEELMESSAY
ALPMILITIATRE
REESEEATSSTS
PACKAGESTORE
TENANTSARISE
ANALYSTEZINES
MITTMIDDLEAGES
OTOEERROLLODE
KERRNESTSSTYX
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
Apartments for 1 or 2 residents
Houses for groups of 3 & 4
Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 people
Call for appointment
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses,
available now or 2004-2005 for
2-5 tenants. DSL wiring. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________3/31
NEAT 3BR house for 3 QUIET
residents. Fresh carpet, vinyl,
cabinets. Washer/dryer, a/c.
$660 month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________3/31
Very economical, newly remod-
eled 2 BDRM apts. A/C, sun-
deck, off street parking. Trash,
water included. Very unique
female tenants wanted call 348-
0819. Leave message.
________________________3/31
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
FALL SPRING 04-05. 1426 9TH
ST. REDUCED RATES 10
MONTH LEASE SECURITY
REQUIRED NO PETS! 348-8305.
__________________________4/1
3 bedroom house, $225/moth,
trash and water, washer/dryer
included, call 273-1395.
__________________________4/1
GREAT LOCATION ONE AND
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
WATER, TRASH PAID 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 348-0209
__________________________4/2
2 BEDROOM
2007 11th STREET AND
905 ARTHUR
345-6100
__________________________00
3 BEDROOM
2009 11TH STREET 345-6100
__________________________00
2 bedroom town house/ apart-
ment furnished, trash pick up
included, 2 blks from campus.
Call 348-0350.
__________________________00
1-2 BEDROOM APTS ON
SQUARE. CENTRAL AIR, CAR-
PETED, DISH WASHER, EXTRA
NICE! AVAILABLE MAY 1ST AND
JUNE 1ST. $300-$350-$400
INCLUDES WATER AND TRASH.
345-4010.
__________________________00
House close to campus for 3 to
4 students. Two bathrooms,
washer/dryer, low utilities. 348-
0614.
__________________________00
Large, nice 2 bdrm apt, $225
each, no dogs or cats. 345-6967
__________________________00
2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close
to campus. 345-5088
__________________________00
1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall
2004, good loc., excellent condi-
tion, 10 & 12 mo leases. Parking
& trash pickup included. No
pets, 345-7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
__________________________00
$299 Free heat, water, trash. Call
Dave 345-2171. 9am-11am
__________________________00
2 BR AVAIL 04-05- Check loca-
tions at
www.char les ton i l ap ts .com.
Rents from $230 to $450/mo per
person. Call 348-7746 for
appointments.
__________________________00
3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall 2004,
large rooms, w/d, A/C, no pets,
parking & trash pickup incl 345-
7286. www.jwilliamsrentals
__________________________00
Hey! 2 bedroom furnished apart-
ment, next to park at 1111 2nd
St. Water, trash, and laundry
included for $265 each/month.
10 or 12 month lease available.
Call now at 549-1957 or 348-
5427.
__________________________00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533
__________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1
bedroom apt. with loft.
Furnished for a single or couple.
$375 month. For one or $430
month for two. 1 block north of
O’Brian Field. For school year
2004-2005. Call Jan 345-8350
__________________________00
1 or 2 BD furnished apts. Great
rates, low utilities. Water and
trash included. 345-5048
__________________________00
For 2004/2005 Nice 5 bedroom
house. Excellent locations, cable
internet hook-ups in every bed-
room. 250/person/month. 12
month lease. Call 345-0652.
Also, nice one bedroom apt.
excellent location. 350/month.
__________________________00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 04-05. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER AND
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345-
1266
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large
2 BR apts. available @ 2020
10th. Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Single Apt. on square. $299 inc.
heat, water, trash. Dave 345-
2171 9am-11am.
__________________________00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet 913 and 917 4th St.
345-7437 or 345-8353. 
__________________________00
Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from
campus. Call 345-0006
__________________________00
Large, nice, 1 bedroom apt.
trash included, pets ok, free
parking. $325. 345-6967
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9TH STREET. 1 AND 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
2004-2005 SCHOOL YEAR. 9
MONTH AND 3 MONTH INDI-
VIDUAL LEASES. COMPLETELY
FURNISHED INCLUDING HEAT
AND GARBAGE PICKUP. OFF
STREET PARKING. CALL 345-
7136
__________________________00
Available in May-1 BR with water
and trash included. $370/mo.
Buchanan St. apartments . 345-
1266
__________________________00
5 BR HOUSE 4-6 GIRLS W/D
INCLUDED. 2019 11TH ST.
$225-$275 EACH. 345-6100
__________________________00
4 bedroom house, 2 bath, W/D,
low utilities, close to campus.
888-637-2373
__________________________00
Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
1-2 roommates needed. 3 br fur-
nished apt. is next to campus.
Needed ASAP! Call Mike 581-
2005. $250/month. Will negotiate.
________________________3/12
2 female roommates needed for 3
bedroom furnished Apt. 1/2 block
from campus, own room,
DSL/cable, 250/ month call 348-
6646 ask for Stacy or Liz
________________________3/12
2 roommates needed for 4 bed-
room house, close to campus.
For more information call Kati
708-217-2082 or Samantha 708-
606-1718
________________________3/12
Sublessors needed for May-
August. 3 Bedroom house with
screened in porch. 1 block from
the Rec Center. must see!
$550/month plus utilities. 581-
3466
________________________3/23
Beach sandals for women and
men. Mack Moore Shoes, 305 W.
Lincoln Ave. 345-3479.
________________________3/10
FREE! 3 day, 2 night hotel accom-
modations. NO gimmicks! NO sem-
inars! NOTHING TO BUY! Just visit
www.triplemilestravel.travelogia.co
m to download your boarding pass.
Any questions, e-mail
triplemilestravel@yahoo.com
__________________________3/9
DIVE IN! The Health Education
Resource Center in collaboration
with the Student Recreation
Center would like to invite you to
the 2004 Health Fair “A Sea of
Health,” March 10th from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m. in the Student
Recreation Center. Over 50
exhibitors are scheduled to
attend, internship/job opportuni-
ties, goody bags for the first 500
attendees and door prizes will be
available. Swim you way to the
Health Fair.
________________________3/10
For the lowest airfares, hotels and
cruises, visit us at
www.triplemilestravel.travelogia.c
om to download your free board-
ing pass.
________________________3/11
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, & Florida! Best Prices!
Space is limited! Book now &
Save! 1-800-234-7007 www.end-
lesssummertours.com
________________________3/12
$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus 4 hours of your
group’s time PLUS our free (yes,
free) fundraising solutions.
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earn-
ings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundrais-
er with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser, (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.CampusFundraiser.com
________________________3/25
Professor Kaos: The men of
Sigma Nu would like to thank you
for your numerous contributions
as P.R. chair. We were just so golly
glad you help us out. Thanks for
keeping the church safe & clean, ya
know for what goes on in there.
________________________3/10
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________________00
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MANASSAS, Va. (AP) — Sniper mastermind John
Allen Muhammad was sentenced to death Tuesday by
a judge who called the Washington-area shootings that
left 10 people dead “so vile that they were almost
beyond comprehension.”
Muhammad denied any involvement in the October
2002 rampage, echoing a claim of innocence he made
in his opening statement to the jury when he briefly
served as his own attorney.
“Just like I said at the beginning, I had nothing to do
with this, and I’ll say again, I had nothing to do with
this,” Muhammad said Tuesday.
Study: teens who pledge abstinence
have same rate of STDs
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Teens who make a one-
time pledge to remain virgins until marriage catch
sexually transmitted diseases about as often as those
who don’t pledge abstinence, according to a study of
the sex lives of 12,000 adolescents.
Those who make a public pledge to delay sex also
wind up having fewer sex partners and get married
earlier, the research shows. But the two groups’ STD
rates were statistically similar.
One of the problems, researchers found, is that vir-
ginity “pledgers” are less likely to use condoms.
N A T I O N A L  N E W S  B R I E F S
Sniper convict
gets death
S T A T E  N E W S  B R I E F S
Poll: Obama, Ryan lead race
CHICAGO (AP) — With a week left
until the Illinois primary, Democrat
Barack Obama and Republican Jack
Ryan were ahead in their nomination
battles for the U.S. Senate, a poll
released Tuesday showed.
The Chicago Tribune/WGN-TV poll of
statewide voters found former Democratic
front-runner Blair Hull has seen his sup-
port plummet, to 16 percent from 24 per-
cent in a similar poll three weeks ago.
Hull has poured $29 million of his own
money into television ads and held the
early lead, only to see his margin crumble
after the unsealing a week ago of papers
in his 1998 divorce that said he threatened
to kill ex-wife Brenda Sexton, hit her on
the leg and called her crude names.
Obama was the choice of 33 percent of
registered voters, up from 15 percent in
a poll taken Feb. 11-17. Democrat Dan
Hynes also benefited from the contro-
versy. Nineteen percent of voters polled
favored the state comptroller, compared
with 11 percent three weeks ago.
The poll showed a rapid decline in the
number of undecided Democratic vot-
ers. Sixteen percent of Democrats
polled said they hadn’t chosen a candi-
date, compared with more than a third
three weeks ago.
At the same time, attempts to raise
questions of character against Ryan
over his divorce from actress Jeri Ryan
have been unsuccessful. Thirty-two per-
cent of Republican voters said they
would support investment banker-
turned-teacher Ryan, compared with 30
percent three weeks ago.
Eleven percent of Republican voters
said they would vote for dairy owner James
D. Oberweis and 10 percent picked subur-
ban Chicago businessman Andy McKenna.
Thirty-five percent of Republicans polled
said they were undecided.
The poll of 602 Democratic and 580
Republican voters was taken March 3
through March 6 and has a margin of
error of plus or minus 4 percentage points.
Completing the list for the
Democrats, Cook County Treasurer
Maria Pappas had 8 percent, former
Chicago school board president Gery
Chico polled six percent, and health care
executive Joyce Washington and radio
talk show host Nancy Skinner each had
1 percent.
Police: Mom admitted spiking kids’ drinks with Xanax
NAPERVILLE (AP) — A Naperville
woman has been accused of spiking the
juice of her three children with the anti-
anxiety drug Xanax, police said.
Michelle Helgeson, a licensed pharma-
cy technician, was charged with felony
aggravated battery. She allegedly served
the tainted drinks Sunday to her 10-year-
old son and two daughters, 9 and 4, police
said Monday.
“Between her interview, interviews
with her children, physical evidence a the
scene and interviews with a few other
people who either live there or were
there at the time, the decision was, this
was not an accident,” Naperville police
Sgt. Joel Truemper said. “This was inten-
tional.”
“She had crushed some pills, put them
in orange juice and gave them to the
kids,” said DuPage County State’s
Attorney Joseph Birkett. Helgeson called
911 when one of the children became sick,
Birkett said.
F O R  R E N T F O R  R E N T F O R  R E N T R O O M M A T E S A N N O U N C E M E N T S A N N O U N C E M E N T S
P E R S O N A L S
S U B L E S S O R S
R O O M M A T E S
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 IF ONE OF MY SANDWICHES
DOESN’T HIT THE  SPOT,
THERE’S SOMETHING
SERIOUSLY WRONG
 WITH YOUR SPOT.
T A S T I N G  I S  B E L I E V I N G
 JIMMY
JOHNS
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 D E L I V E R!
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CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE DRAMA
QUEEN (PG)  DAILY 6:45
DIRTY DANCING: HAVANA NIGHTS (PG-13)
DAILY 7:00
50 FIRST DATES (PG-13) Daily 4:45,
7:15, 9:40 
EUROTRIP (R) Daily 5:30, 7:45, 10:10 
HIDALGO (PG-13) Daily 4:00, 7:00,
10:00 
LORD OF THE RINGS: THE RETURN OF
THE KING (PG-13)  Daily 4:30, 8:30
PASSION OF THE CHRIST (R)
Daily 3:45, 5:15, 6:45, 8:15, 9:30 
STARSKY AND HUTCH (PG-13)  
Daily 4:15, 7:30, 9:50 
TWISTED (R) ∫Daily 5:00, 8:00,10:15
NEED
SOME
CASH?
CHECK
THE
HELP
WANTED
SECTION
IN THE
DEN.
348-1232
SUN-THU 11-9 
FRI-SAT 11-10
Man
who waits for girl to make first move must wait very, very long time.
Place Your DEN Personal
...because plenty of cute
chicks read it daily!
Getch
a Some...
(Highlights that is!)
Spring Break Special
Highlights  $10 off
Eyebrow Wax  $5 
348•3388
221 Sixth Street
Student ID Required     Exp. 3/25/04
Bellantoni said he has always
admired Dungy’s defensive philos-
ophy and the way he is able to
scheme gameplans. 
“I’m excited to have him here,”
Bellantoni said. “I’d like to be able
to have the chance to copy what he
has done. I’m interested in figuring
out why they do things and how
they fix things when they have
problems.”
According to the coaching staff,
the perception NFL scouts have of
Eastern is the program could
change for the positive.
“I think the players would get
something out of watching the pros
perform,” Spoo said. “They
already idolize them, but seeing
them live is something different.” 
Spoo said the presence of an
NFL team on a college campus
where a top high school recruit is
thinking about attending can be a
huge advantage when it comes
time for that recruit to decide what
college he will play for.   
He said a few years back the St.
Louis Rams were holding their
training camp at Western Illinois
University. There was an offensive
lineman both Eastern and Western
were recruiting. The lineman
eventually chose the Leathernecks
and cited the presence of an NFL
team as one of the biggest reasons
for heading to Macomb.
Spoo and the entire Eastern staff
hope the Panthers can acquire that
advantage.
Control wasn’t an issue for
Hoeschen as she walked only one
batter, but the Sycamore bats
picked up the slack and took
advantage of the young pitcher
while she was in the game.
Fellow freshman Brittany
Whelan stopped the bleeding for 3
2/3 innings, but the game was
forced to end after the fifth inning
because the Panthers had only
brought in one run and the eight-
run rule could not be avoided.
The lone bright spot for
Eastern’s offense was freshman
catcher Sandyn Short who had two
hits in her three at bats. She also
drove in the one run the Panthers
pushed across the plate.
The second game was not much
different as the Panthers again
struggled to slow the Sycamore
offense.  This game also ended by
the score of 9-1.
This time, however, Eastern
manager Lloydene Searle turned
to experienced pitchers like sen-
ior Keri Haggerty and sophomore
Ashley Condon.
The two pitchers split the brunt
of the Indiana State attack with
Haggerty giving up four runs in
her two innings pitched, while
Condon gave up five runs in 2 2/3
innings pitched.
The Panthers couldn’t extend
the game passed the fifth inning
because they only scored one run.
This game, the Panthers had one
less hit (four) than in the first
game.  Not one player finished
with multiple hits in the game and
only one player besides the top
three hitters in the lineup worked
their way on base thanks to a base
hit.
Learning:
Spoo, Dungy have
known each other
since the 1970s 
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Softball:
Young pitchers 
struggle second time
against Sycamores
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
By Kurtis Allen
S T A F F  W R I T E R
After losing their last two matches, the
Eastern men’s tennis team picked up a big win
over Indiana University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis 4-3, in the “Hoosier State” last
Sunday.
Eastern won four out of the five singles
matches, including CJ Weber’s first victory in
his last three matches. Weber defeated Brian
Slack in straight sets 6-4, 6-3.
Brandon Blankenbaker won in straight sets
over Luke Recker 7-6, 6-1. Blankenbaker and
Weber continued their winning ways as they
remained undefeated in doubles action.
Weber and Blakenbaker beat the team of
Brian Slack and Ross Gehlhausen earning
Eastern their only doubles match victory of
the day.
Also in singles action, Chuck LeVaque and
Ryan Blankenbaker earned victories.
LaVaque beat Marc Pyatt in straight sets 6-3,
6-3, while the younger of the Blankenbaker
brothers handily defeated Gehlhausen 6-3, 6-4. 
In doubles action, the tandem of LeVaque
and Blankenbaker couldn’t outlast IUPUI’s
team of Nick Tarvin and Juan Mas. Tarvin and
Mas defeated LeVaque and Blankenbaker 9-8.
In a marathon match, IUPUI’s Mas outlast-
ed Brandon Lenfert 4-6, 6-4, 10-8.
In the final singles match of the day,
IUPUI’s Ken Rachon beat Eastern’s Eric
Stuertz in straight sets 6-1, 6-3.
In the final doubles match of the day,
IUPUI’s Recker and Tarvin defeated Eastern’s
team of Colin Priestner and Lenfert 8-2.
Eastern was back in Indianapolis on
Tuesday to take on Creighton and will go back
on the road Friday to take on Eastern
Kentucky.  
Eastern is currently 5-4 this season.
M E N ’ S  T E N N I S
Eastern picks up win after two losses
Weber has hand in two NCAA- bound teams
CHAMPAIGN (AP) — There
were times this season when Bruce
Weber wasn’t sure he had the mak-
ings of a championship team.
Criticism came easy for Illinois
fans after the team was blown out by
Providence, after a rare loss at home
to Purdue, and especially after get-
ting trounced at Northwestern and
Wisconsin.
“You were skeptical, there’s no
doubt about it. I would think every-
one was,” Weber said.
But in southern Illinois, Weber’s
old home, basketball fans were
chuckling.
“They were laughing at the IQs of
the Illinois fans,” said Southern
Illinois coach Matt Painter, who took
over the team that Weber left last
spring. “They’d seen him win with
average talent, with good talent and
with great talent at our level. They
knew it was only a matter of time
before (Illinois) started winning.”
Illinois started winning after that
20-point loss at Wisconsin on Jan. 24
and hasn’t lost since. The Illini won
six road games during a 10-game
winning streak that propelled them
to their first outright conference
championship since 1952.
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Royal Heights Apartments
- 3 Bedroom Apartments for Fall 2004
- New Carpet!!
- New Furniture!!
- Free Parking
Call 346-3583 For Info
1,2, & 3 Bedrooms     
4 LOCATIONS  
Close to campus       345-6533
Karaoke
The Station
Kitchen open til 1
Thursday
with DC Productions @
over 5,700 songs to   
choose from
Education Majors
Wanted
Teach English in China 
over the summer
Wanted: ¥Great Personality,
¥Positive Attitude
¥Airfare, accommodations
¥Food Provided
¥Flexible Working Hours
Great way to gain experience
and testimonial
Email: Liewlinhai@hotmail.com Supporting EIU Athletics for over 50 years
Locally owned & operated
Gateway
345-9722
Eastside Package
345-5722
348-1232
SUN-THU 11-9 
FRI-SAT 11-10
Man w
ho waits for girl to make first move must wait very, very long time.
4 out of 5
rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent boredom
&Big Bottles
Creamed Potato Soup 99¢
Ope
n
11am
Well now...Tis that time ‘o year again
O’
Tropical Pitchers
Plus
:
@
Corned Beef on Rye
w/ Potatoes $349
Green      Beer
$1 Drafts $5 Pitchers
SWIM, PARTY, WORK OUT WITH
PERMANENT LASH CURL
AND COLOR
@ ECLIPSE STUDIO
CALL MICHELLE WOLFF
(217) 549-0322
By Dan Renick 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The ups and downs of Pat Dowty’s career
have given him a new perspective on
wrestling. 
Dowty, a 133-pound senior, took first
place at Saturday’s NCAA West Regional.
Dowty had two second place finishes at the
tournament before, but the three-time
NCAA qualifier said, despite his win he was
still disappointed.
“I wasn’t pleased with the way I per-
formed,” Dowty said, “but when I won, it
was like 1,000 pounds were lifted off my
shoulders.”
On  Thursday, March 18, Dowty, 24, will
compete in his third and final NCAA cham-
pionship, but his experience in wrestling
has given him a different perspective than
he had before. Dowty said he’s going on to
the mat and forgetting the pressure and
having fun. 
“That kind of relaxed attitude comes
from experience and confidence,” head
coach Ralph McCausland said. “There’s no
one he doesn’t think he can wrestle with,
and I agree.”
After dropping basketball to wrestle his
freshman year at Franklin High School in
Franklin, Ind., it didn’t take him long to get
his first taste of victory.
“After my first win I was hooked. It was
the greatest feeling I ever had,” Dowty
said. “It was like I was addicted to that feel-
ing.”
Although he was an
inexperienced,reserve wrestler, that year
he set high goals for himself. When his high
school coach took him to watch the Indiana
State Wrestling Tournament, Dowty was
amazed and promised himself to make
it to that level. He did his next
year, and again his junior year. 
As a senior he had one last
shot to top the competition like
he promised himself he would,
but to his disappointment he fin-
ished fourth. That was nearly
the end of Dowty’s career, in
which he posted a 130-16 high
school record.
“I decided to hang it up,” Dowty said. “I
didn’t think I was good enough to wrestle in
college.”
Dowty started work as a carpenter’s
apprentice making $20 an hour. He kept
with wrestling, sparring at his old high
school, wrestling three-time state champi-
on Brice Hoffman.
“I weighed about 135 at the time and he
was 165 and I beat him sometimes,” Dowty
said. “I started thinking about wrestling
again.”
When he heard about a
friend who transferred from
Oklahoma to wrestle at
Lincoln College, he decided
to give wrestling another
shot. His high school coach
helped him get on the team and
two years after his disappoint-
ment at state, he returned to
wrestling. He left Franklin,
already three days late for classes, to begin
a new career three and a half hours away
from home living alone and out of state for
the first time.
“The time off rekindled the fire and I
couldn’t wait to get back on the mat,”
Dowty said. 
He would have to wait even  longer than
he expected to get back though. Before his
first tournament, Dowty was sidelined
after receiving stitches for a cut on his
head. He was out for three weeks and dur-
ing that time he got impetigo, a skin bacte-
ria common to spread among wrestlers,
and had to delay his comeback further. 
When his first chance to return finally
came, he proved why he deserved to wres-
tle at the college level. At a division II tour-
nament he took first and beat the No. 2
ranked junior college wrestler. After plac-
ing eighth at the NJCAA championships he
was referred by Lincoln head coach Dave
Klemm to McCausland. 
Dowty transferred to Eastern and had,
what he called, his best season yet. He post-
ed a record of 33-13 and earned his first
NCAA qualification. Dowty credited his
success to his health that year. Since then
he hasn’t wrestled a full season. Last year
he struggled through injuries to a 16-13
record and a second NCAA qualification. 
“The worst part about the injuries is it’s
hard to cut weight if you’re not working out
everyday,” Dowty said. “By the time you’re
back in the lineup your energy level is so
down because of cutting the weight.
“But physically I’m in the best shape all
season,” he said.
This year’s NCAA champions will be spe-
cial for Dowty. Not only because it’s his last
time, but because it will be the first time
two of his three brothers will be there. His
oldest brother Mike, 26, and his youngest
brother D.J., 8, will see their brother com-
pete in his final meet March. 18 at the
Savvis Center in St. Louis. 
Pat’s two older brothers never wrestled
but D.J., the only boy of quadruplets, wres-
tles in a children’s club. 
When he first picked up the sport it was
hard for him to accept losing, Dowty said,
because he always saw his older brother
win. When he saw Pat lose, it taught him a
lesson though. He learned that he just need-
ed to try his best. 
“I’m not going to put any pressure on
myself this year like I did before,” Dowty
said. “I kind of have a different perspective
than before. I’m just going to step on to the
mat for the last time and enjoy the sport I
love.”
After Dowty is done with college he
plans to stay involved in wrestling as a
coach at his high school. He also wants to
work as an industrial technology teacher at
Franklin. 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Senior Pat Dowty qualified for the NCAA championship for the third year in a row. He said in
his third and final NCAA tournament he will forget about all the pressure and just have fun.
“After my first win I was hooked. It was the greatest feeling I ever had,” - Pat Dowty
FOR THE
LOVE OF
THE
SPORT
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This visit from Tony Dungy
and the Indianapolis Colts on
Tuesday turned into quite an
extravaganza for the campus
and perhaps caused more of a
stir than any other sports news
this year.
From the grand entrance, in
case you didn’t know, the repre-
sentatives of the Colts rode into
town via helicopter, to the golf
cart rides around campus with
top university officials. Dungy
and company seemed to be set
up well at Eastern from the
moment they arrived. Even
though the signs indicating they
had left the big city for a coun-
try town had to be quite appar-
ent, most noticeably, the fact that
the helicopter they flew in on
was provided by Rural King.
It also seemed apparent the
coach enjoyed his time spent in
the city of Charleston.  
So what if this actually hap-
pens and the NFL franchise with
one of the most recognizable
players in the league, Peyton
Manning, makes its way to
Eastern each and every summer
for training camp?
If the Colts were to be here on
campus, they will probably
make quite a difference in the
environment of this little town
for their short stay. Plenty of
players will be here and the
diehard fans will eat up the
opportunity to meet and greet
some of their team’s players in a
less business-like atmosphere.
For those of you who think
not many people would show up
for just training camp, think
about what kind of opportunity
it is to actually get some sort of
access to these professional
players.
Usually the NFL keeps its
players locked up tight enough
that barely any fans get to meet
their favorite players.  But the
tone at a training camp is loose
and fun with players interacting
with the fans and vice versa.
At some camps, like the Green
Bay Packers; the top players get
relieved of some of the simple
duties like getting themselves to
the practice field. Instead of
walking, they hop a ride on some
of the kids’ bikes and make them
ride on the spokes.
It might seem corny, but at
least it shows the true personali-
ty of the players. Most fans
probably show up just for that
sort of atmosphere.
It seems odd enough to have
the city of Charleston invaded
with big name people and highly
recognizable faces, but if this
happens than the entire month of
August will seem different.
It should also be interesting to
see how the players react to
where they are staying because
the housing and amenities won’t
be up to what these multimillion-
aire players are used to.
Last year, while I was staying
in Thomas Hall, the idea of liv-
ing in Stevenson Hall seemed
like quite an upgrade to me, but
if I had been staying at five star
hotels and eating at the best of
restaurants, staying at Stevenson
would be quite an adjustment.
The reality of the situation
may be the Colts will never
make their way over to Eastern’s
campus, but it would make for
an interesting time if they did.
T H R O W
D O W N
Aaron Seidlitz
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
What if they
actually
came here
Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Softball (Winthrop Ringor Classic) 11 a.m. Rock Hill, S.C. 
Baseball at S. Mississippi  3 p.m.Hattiesberg, Miss.
M Golf at Bearkat Classic  All day  Huntsville, Texas
By  John  Hohenadel
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
It was not an ordinary day at the office over
at O’Brien Stadium. 
“I walked into work today and except for
maybe gamedays, I never felt the same buzz
around the office,” defensive coordinator Roc
Bellantoni said. 
If the Indianapolis Colts were to set up shop
in Charleston for their training camp, it would
benefit Eastern’s football program in several
ways, including learning directly from the pro-
fessionals.
“Hopefully the college coaches can come in to
our meetings and learn from us,” Indianapolis
head coach Tony Dungy said. 
The feeling is Dungy can teach the Panther
coaching staff much about the specifics of the
game, especially on the defensive side of the
ball. 
Eastern head football coach Bob Spoo ran
across the former Tampa Bay coach when
Dungy was quarterbacking the Minnesota
Golden Gophers from 1973-76. At that time,
Spoo was the University of Wisconsin’s quarter-
backs coach. 
“Coach Dungy and I go way back, when I was
at Wisconsin and Purdue he was at Minnesota
and we went up against each other at least once
a year,” Spoo said. “He’s everything that they
say he is. He’s a pleasant man and an all around
great person.”
Dungy began his coaching career at his alma
mater in 1980. The Spoo-Dungy relationship
continued.
Dungy broke into the NFL with the
Pittsburgh Steelers in the mid 1980s as a defen-
sive coordinator. He then latched onto the
Minnesota Vikings with the same position from
1992-95.
After his stint with the Vikings, Dungy land-
ed the Tampa Bay head coaching job in 1996
and was let go in 2001 after four playoff appear-
ances in his six years at the helm. 
In 2002, Dungy went to the Colts and led them
to the playoffs. Dungy followed his 2002 playoff
appearance with a repeat trip to the postseason
in 2003. 
Since the 1970 NFL-AFL merger, only 10
teams have scored as many as seven defensive
touchdowns in a season. Four of those have
come under Dungy’s guidance.  
S E E  L E A R N I N G ◆ Page 10
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Eastern head
coach Bob
Spoo and John
Smith, assistant
director of 
athletics, greet
Indianapolis
Colts head
coach Tony
Dungy on the
field of O’Brien
Stadium
Tuesday
afternoon. If
the Colts
decide to hold
training camp at
Eastern, Spoo
and the rest of
Eastern’s
coaching staff
might get to sit
in on team
meetings and
learn from the
Colts.
Learning from the pros
Colts could teach Panthers how they play the game
By Aaron Seidlitz
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
Familiarity must have bred a little contempt as far as
Indiana State University was concerned because only two
days after losing to Eastern, the Sycamores won both games
of a double header on Tuesday.
Indiana State not only won both of the games, but did so
with a vengeance as it was victorious by the eight-run rule in
each game. Neither game made it past the fifth inning in
Terre Haute, Ind., and the main culprit was the Panthers’
pitching.
The three freshmen who have been solid for Eastern ear-
lier this year struggled in the two games along with sopho-
more hurler Ashley Condon.
The Panthers gave up nine runs in each of the games, and
this came from an Indiana State team that only gathered two
runs in their previous meeting.
It was a different story as soon as the double header start-
ed. Before freshman pitcher Heather Hoeschen could retire
the second batter of the inning, she was removed from the
contest.  She had given up eight runs and was able to get one
out, and during that time she had faced seven batters.
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Panthers lose two in Indiana
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
Freshman catcher Sandyn Short tags Central Connecticut State freshman infielder Allie Falco
out at the plate Sunday morning during the 2004 Wolfe Sycamore Classic in Terre Haute, Ind.
Short went two for three in the first game of a double header against Indiana State University
Tuesday afternoon, but Eastern fell 9-1 in both games. 
“Hopefully, the college coaches
can come in to our meetings and
learn from us.”
— Tony Dungy, Indianapolis Colts head coach
